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1. INTRODUCTION 
The additive group of real numbers together with its natural order and the sub-
groups of this group with their inherited orders are generic examples of ordered 
groups. The study of these groups has led to many generalizations and a vast amount 
of li terature since the early 1900's [F]. More recently, the closely related circle group, 
C, has been investigated [L, M, N l , N2]. In this paper,1 C is viewed as a "locally 
totally ordered" group, and some generalizations are investigated. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.1 (L. S. Rieger [R]). A cyclically ordered group is a group, K on 
which there is defined a ternary relation (a, 6, c) which satisfies the following axioms: 
(i) if a, 6 and c are distinct elements of A', then precisely one of (a, 6, c) and (a, c, 6) 
holds; 
(ii) (a, 6, c) implies (6, c, a) ; 
(iii) (a ,6 ,c ) and (a,c,d) imply (a, 6, J); 
(iv) (a, 6, c) implies (xa, x6, xc) and (ax, bx, ex) for all x in A'. 
Recall tha t an ordered group, or o-group, is a group which is totally ordered by a 
relation which is preserved by the group operation. Throughout this paper, groups 
will be written multiplicatively with identity element e. 
Rieger characterized cyclically ordered groups as quotients of o-groups as follows. 
T h e o r e m 1.1 (Rieger [R]). Suppose that G is an o-group with an element z in the 
center such that e <j z and the powers of z are unbounded. Define a ternary relation 
on G/(z) by (a, 6, c) if and only if ra < r^ < rc or r^ < rc < ra or rc < ra < r\, 
where rx denotes the unique elements of x satisfying e $C rx < z. Then G/(z) is a 
1 The basis of this paper is the author's Ph.D. thesis, directed by W. Charles Holland at 
Bowling State University, Bowling Green, Ohio [B] 
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cyclically ordered group. Conversely, if K is a cyclically ordered group, there exists 
an o-group G and an element z in the center of G such that their powers of z are 
unbounded and K ~ G/(z) with cyclical ordering described above. 
Rieger's axioms are not easily generalized. For example, there is no obvious ternary 
relation which describes the torus, C x C, as a "partially cyclically ordered" group 
analogue of the partially ordered group R x R , In the first part of this paper, we 
investigate the natural relationship between locally totally ordered sets and cyclically 
ordered sets and prove that cyclically ordered sets are images of totally ordered sets. 
Vitezslav Novak [Nl] investigated properties of cyclically ordered sets in the early 
1980's. Novak defined a complete cyclic order on a set as a ternary relation satisfying 
conditions equivalent to axioms (i), (ii) and (iii) of definition l .L 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.2. A cyclically ordered set is a set, 5 , on which there is defined a 
complete cyclic order. 
Cyclically ordered sets are locally totally ordered in the following sense. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.3. Suppose that C is a cyclically ordered set with distinct elements 
a and 6. Define Ca,6 and C a by: 
Ca>b = {z E C | (a, z, b)} and Ca = {z G C | z ?- a}. 
i.e., Ca>b is the subset of C consisting of points between a and b and Ca is the set C 
with one point removed. We note that both Cayb and Ca are totally ordered by the 
relation ^ a defined by x ^ a y if and only if x = y or (a, x, y). ([Nl]) 
A natural relationship between total orders and cyclical orders on a given set is 
described in the following theorem, proved by Novak [Nl]. 
T h e o r e m 1.2. Suppose that the set, S, is totally ordered by the relation ^ . 
Define (a, b, c) on S by (a, 6, c) iff a, b, and c are distinct and a<b<corb<c<a 
or c < a < b. Then (a, 6, c) is a cyclical order of S, which we will call the associated 
cyclical order of (S, ^ ) . Furthermore, if C is a cyclically ordered set, there exists a 
total order on C such that the cyclical ordering of C is the associated cyclical order. 
Note that given a cyclically ordered set, C, the total order whose associated cyclical 
order is the cyclical order of C is not unique. 
For an arbitrary fixed element, a, of a cyclically ordered set S, we will call the 
order $Ja defined in Definition 1.3 the associated total order on C determined by a. 
Before we prove an analog of Rieger's theorem for cyclically ordered sets, we define 
a type of mapping to correspond to the natural map in Rieger's theorem. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 1.4. If S is totally ordered set and C is a cyclically ordered set, a 
map <p: S —• C will be called a covering map if <p satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) for every s in S there exist x,y G S s.t. x < s < y and <p maps (x,y) onto 
CXip,yif in a one to one and order preserving manner; 
(ii) if a,b G C and x,y G Ca,6 and x ^ a y, then there exist s,t e S s.t. 5 < £, 
s<p = x and l<£> = y. 
In Rieger's theorem, the natural map from G onto G/(z) is in fact a covering map . 
We prove the following analog of Rieger's theorem for cyclical ordered sets. 
T h e o r e m 1.3. If C is a cyclically ordered set, there exists a totally ordered set, 
S, and a covering map <p: S —• C. 
P r o o f . Suppose that a G C. Let S = C x Z and order S lexicographically 
from the right. Tha t is, define ^ on s by (c\, m) ^ (c2 , n) iff m < n or m = n and 
ci ^ a C2- Let <£>: 5 —> C be the projection map onto C, i.e. (c, 7i)y? = c. We will show 
that <p is a covering map . It is clear that <p satisfies condition (i). For condition (ii) 
suppose c,d G C and x, y G CC)<- satisfy x <JC y. We find elements s and / in S with 
s < / tha t map to x and y respectively. If a = c, a = «r, or a = y then the elements 
s — (c,\) and t = (a1, 1) satisfy the required condition. The other possibilities are 
that a,c,x and y are distinct and (a,x,y) or a,c,x and y are distinct and (a,y,x). 
In either of these cases s = (c, 0) and £ = (d, 1) will do. 
In addition to the preceding discussion of cyclically ordered sets, we are led to 
consider cyclically ordered groups as locally totally ordered groups by the following 
example. D 
E x a m p l e 1 .1 . Let C denote the unit circle group in the complex plane with 
cyclical ordering induced by counterclockwise orientation. Let T = C x C with 
componentwise multiplication. (See figure 1A.) C is clearly a cyclically ordered 
group, but T is not cyclically ordered by the product of the cyclical order of C with 
itself. Worse yet, the restriction of this product to the factor C is not even the 
original cyclicall order of C, but is in fact, the empty relation. 
Figure 1A 
There is, however, a natural orientation of T, which is the product of the counter-
clockwise orientation with itself. If we consider the total orders induced on the proper 
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arcs of C, rather than the entire cyclical order, then the products of these ordered 
arcs are lattice ordered sets and the restriction of these lattice orders to the original 
arcs coincides with the original orders induced by the orientation. 
LOCALLY PARTIALLY O R D E R E D SETS 
Before investigating locally partially ordered groups we define and explore prop-
erties of locally partially ordered sets. 
J immie D. Lawson [L] defined a locally partially ordered manifold as a C^ man-
ifold with a collection of partially ordered open sets, {Ux \ x G M}, such tha t if 
z G Ux C\Uy} then the restrictions of < x and < y agree on some neighborhood of z. 
We define a locally partially ordered set in a similar fashion. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 1 . A locally partially ordered set, or lo.p.o. set, is a set, 5 , together 
with a collection, A, of partially ordered subsets, (C, ^ c ) ? of S shich satisfies the 
conditions: (i) A covers S and (ii) if D, E G A and p G D C\ E, there exists C in A 
with p G C C D H E such that the restrictions of ^L> and ^E agree on C, i.e. the 
members of A are pairwise compatible. The collection, A, will be called an atlas on 
S and an element, C , of A will be called a chart. 
If (5 , A) is a lo.p.o. set, then the collection TA — {U C S \ U is a union of charts 
in A} is a topology on S with basis A. By an open subset of 5 , we mean a subset 
which is open in TA-
Note tha t the unit circle, C, with atlas the collection of proper open arcs of C 
together with the order induced by counterclockwise orientation is a lo.p.o. set, each 
chart of which is totally ordered. Furthermore, the torus, CxC\ with atlas consisting 
of products of charts described above ordered by (a, 6) < (c,J) if and only if a < c 
and 6 < d is a lo.p.o. set each chart of which is a lattice. 
N o t a t i o n . Suppose that 5 is a p.o. set and a, 6 G S with a ^ b. Then we will 
use common interval notation as follows: 
( a , 6 ) 5 = {x | a < 5 x <s &}, 
[a ,6) 5 = {x | a <^5 x <s &}, 
etc. Also, let S = S U {oo} and 5 = 5 U {—oo}. 
Observe tha t totally ordered sets and cyclically ordered sets are lo.p.o. sets with 
atlases defined as follows. For a totally ordered set, 5 , we define an atlas on .5', which 
we call the s tandard atlas on 5 , as 
{ ( M ) s , < s ) | a G 5 , & G 5 , and a ± 6} . 
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For a cyclically ordered set, S\ we define the standard atlas, A, consisting of all 
sets Ca b defined as follows: 
?atЬ = \ 
{ - e S | (<»,-,&)} i f a - i 6 , 
{z G S | z -£ a} if a = 6, 
ordered by x < y on Ca;& if and only if (a, x, y). 
An example of a lo.p.o. set with lattice ordered charts is a product of lo.p.o. sets 
with totally ordered charts. Suppose that { ( 5 A , - 4 A ) | A G A} is such a collection of 
lo.p.o. sets, and let 5 = J[ S\ and A = {(C\ <^c) I C = U C\, C\ G A\ VA G A} 
A€A A€A 
with (x\) <^c (yx) if and only if x\ ^ A 2A VA G A and <^A is the partial ordered 
associated with C A , then (5 , A) is a lo.p.o. set each chart of which is a lattice. 
To define equivalent atlases and the completion of an atlas on a set, we need two 
preliminary definitions. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 .2 . If (5 , A) is a lo.p.o. set and if (a, 6) G 5 x 5 , we define a string 
from a to 6 in A as a finite collection {(a t , C\)}._ from 5 x A such tha t (i) ai = a 
and an = 6; (ii) a t , a t+i G C{ and a t < t a t+i for 1 <̂  i <J n — 1 where <Ct the partial 
order associated with C%\ and (iii) [a t, a t +i ) t and [dj>cij + i)j are disjoint for i ^- j 
and 1 <̂  i, j <̂  n — 1 . A loop is a string from an element to itself. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 .3 . If (5 , ^4) is a lo.p.o. set and (B, $ J B ) is a partially ordered open 
subset of 5 , then B is compatible with A if B satisfies: 
(i) x G B implies there exists C in A such that x G C C B, and <^c = ^.e|c?; 
(ii) x,y £ B and x < # y imply that there exists a string 
{(a t , d)}. , from x to y in 4̂ s.t. C\ C 5 , 1 <C i <̂  n. 
T h a t is, for compatible subsets of 5 , being connected is consistent. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 .4 . Let A and B be atlases on a set 5 . Then A is equivalent to H, 
denoted /I Eq B, if and only if TA = TL?, every chart of A is compatible with H, and 
every chart of B is compatible with A. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.5 . The completion of an atlas A on 5 , denoted C(-4), is {(B, <^#) | 
B C S and B is compatible with A}. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 1 . Equivalence of atlases on a given set S is an equivalence relation. 
The p r o o f of this theorem is routine. There are two useful corollaries. 
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Corol lary 2 .2 . If A and B are atlases on a set S, and (C, ^c) is compatible with 
A, and A Eq B then (C, ^ c ) is aiso compatible with B. 
Corol lary 2 .3 . If A and B are atlases on a set S and TA = PL? then: A E q C ( A ) ; 
C(C(A)) = C(A); A C B implies that C(A) C C(B); and AEqB if and only if 
C(A) = C(B). 
T h e o r e m 2.4 . If(S,A) is a lo.p.o. set, then C(A) is an atlas on S and C(A) is 
the unique maximal atlas containing A which is equivalent to A. 
P r o o f . Since A C C(A), C(A) covers S. If B, C G C(A) and x G B n C, then 
there are charts D and E in A such that x £ D C B with ^D-=^# |D and x G E C C 
with ^ E = ^ C | E - Since X G J D H E there is G in A such that x eG C DHE C Bf)C 
and ^ G agrees with ^L> and $C# SO ̂ G agrees with $C# and $Jc- Thus C(A) is an 
atlas on 5 . If B is another atlas on 5 such that A C B and if A Eq B then by 
Corollary 2.3, C(A) = C(B) and so B C C(A ) . Thus C ( A ) is maximal with respect 
to containing A and being equivalent to A. • 
We will characterize totally ordered sets and cyclically ordered sets as lo.p.o. sets . 
To do so, we need a few more definitions. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2,6. A lo.p.o. set, (S, A) is connected if whenever s,t G S, s 7- t, 
there exists a string from s to t or there exists a string from t to s. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.7. A lo.p.o. set, (S, A) is simply connected if (S,A) is connected 
and contains no loop. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.8 . If s, t are distinct element of lo.p.o. set (S, A) and if there is 
a string { ( a » , C , - ) } . . from s to t that satisfies the condition that for every string 
ri — 1 m — 1 
{(bj, Dj)} ._ from s to /, U [a»Ja»+i]« — U [fy^j + i lp then we will call the set 
J ~ « = i j = i 
n - l 
U [ai,a t+i] t- the path from s to t. 
t = i 
N o t a t i o n . If the path from s to £ exists we will denote it by st. In this case we 
will also use the following notation: 
st = st — {s, t), 
s = {y£S\y£sv for some v £ S}, 
° r =s-{s], 
s = {y £ S I y G vs for some i> G 5} and 
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D e f i n i t i o n 2.9. If (S, A) is a lo.p.o. set then (S,A) is totally connected if for 
each pair s, t of distinct elements of S, st exists. 
Totally ordered sets correspond to simply connected lo.p.o. sets that satisfy five 
conditions as given in the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 2 .5 . Suppose that (S, A) is a lo.p.o. set that satisfies the following five 
conditions: 
(i) (S, A) is simply connected; 
(ii) every chart in A is totally ordered; 
(iii) a,b £ S, a ^ b implies that either ab or ba exists; 
(iv) if C is a chart in A and a, b G S then if ab, resp. °cf, resp. *a°, is a subset 
o—o 
of C then ( ab , ^c), resp. (°7t, ^ c ) , re$P- ( ^ ^c) is a chart in A; 
o—o 
(v) x G C G A implies there exists a,b G 5' with x G ab C C, or a G S with 
x e ^ C C, or a£ S with x G *a*C C. 
Then there exists a unique total order <J on S such that the standard atlas on 
(S, ^ ) is equivalent to A. Conversely, if(S, ^ ) is a totally ordered set with standard 
atlas A, then (S, A) is a lo.p.o. set satisfying conditions (i) through (v) above. 
P r o o f . Define < on S by a < 6 if and only if ab exists. Then ^ is antisymmetric 
and transitive since (S, A) is simply connected. Condition (ii) guarantees that for 
all a, b G S, precisely one of a = b, a < b, or b < a holds. Condition (iv) yields 
that A is equivalent to the s tandard atlas on (S, ^ ) . Uniqueness follows from the 
fact that if two atlases on S are equivalent and a, b G S, there is a string from a 
o—o 
to 6 in each atlas. The proof of the converse is routine observing that ab = (a, 6)5, 
°7f = (a, 00)5 and 7f°= (—00,0)5. 
Cyclically ordered sets correspond to totally connected lo.p.o. sets that satisfy 
similar conditions to those of theorem 2.5. • 
T h e o r e m 2.6. Suppose that (S, A) is a lo.p.o. set that satisfies the following five 
conditions: 
(i) (S,A) is totally connected; 
(ii,) every chart in A is a totally ordered set and is strictly contained in S; 
(iii) if a and b are distinct elements of S, then ab U 6a = S and abOba = {a, b); 
0—0 
(iv) C is a chart and ab C C imply (ab, ^ 0-0) , s a ^ s o a C--a-%* 
C\ ab 
O—O 
(v) x G C G A implies that there exists a, b G S with xEabCCoraES with 
°a* =C. 
Then there exists a unique cyclical order R on S such that the standard atlas on 
S induced by R is equivalent to A. Conversely, if S is a cyclically ordered set with 
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standard atlas A, then (S,A) is a lo.p.o. set satisfying conditions (i) through (v) 
above. 
P r o o f . Define a cyclical order on S by (a,b,c) if and only if a, 6, and c 
are distinct elements of S and a G cb. Then by condition (ii) we know that for 
distinct elements a, 6, and c of S precisely one of (a, 6, c) and (a, c, 6) holds and that 
(a, 6, c) implies (6, c, a) . Conditions (i) and (ii) together with being totally connected 
guarantee that if (a, 6, c) and (a, c, d) then (a, 6, J) and that the standard atlas on S 
induced by this order is equivalent to A. Uniqueness follows from condition (iii) and 
transitivity of the equivalence of atlases. The proof of the converse follows from the 
o—o 
observation tha t ab = Ca b and °7f = Ca a. • 
3 . STRUCTURE PRESERVING MAPS 
In this section, we will define mappings that preserve the structure of lo.p.o. sets 
and then define isomorphic lo.p.o. sets. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 1 . Suppose that (S, A) and (R, B) are lo.p.o. sets and that <p: 
S —• R. Then, <p is structure preserving if <p satisfies the conditions: 
(i) if s(p G D G B then there exists C in A such that s G C, C<p C D, and a <^c b 
implies a<p <̂ L) b<p, 
(ii) a, b G C G A and a <jc b, implies there is a string, {(bj, Dj)}7j = l from a<p to 
b<p in (R, B) such that Dj C A<p\ 1 <̂  j <̂  n 
and <p is structure reversing if <p satisfies the conditions: 
(i) if s<p G D £ B then there exists C in A such that s G C, C<£> C D, and a <^c & 
implies b<p> <̂ L, aty?, 
(ii) a . l i G C G y l and a <^c &, implies there is a string, {(bj, Dj)}"=l from b<p to 
a<p in (It, Z?) such that Dj C A<^; 1 <̂  j <̂  7i. 
A straightforward argument verifies that the composition of structure preserving 
maps in structure preserving. 
If a lo.p.o. set consists of a cyclically ordered set, C, together with its s tandard 
atlas, then structure preserving permutations of that lo.p.o. set coincide with permu-
tations of C that preserve its cyclical order. Similarly, structure preserving permu-
tations of a lo.p.o. set consisting of a totally ordered set together with its s tandard 
atlas coincide with permutat ions of T that preserve its total order. 
If (S\^s) and (R,^R) are totally ordered sets and A and B are the s tandard 
atlases on S and R, respectively, then a mapping, / , from S to R which is structure 
preserving is order preserving. The converse does not hold as in demonstrated by 
the following example. 
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E x a m p l e 3 . 1 . Let Q denote the set of rational numbers, S — (( —oo, 1) U {2} U 
(3, co)) fl Q, and i: S —> Q be the injection map. Then i is clearly order preserving, 
but i is not structure preserving since 2i — 2 G ( | , §) but there is no open interval 
in S about 2 which maps into ( | , | ) . 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 .2 . Suppose that (5 , A) and (It, B) are lo.p.o. sets and that <p is a 
one to one mapping of 5 onto R. We will say that <p is an Bp-isomorphism, and that 
(S,A) and (R, B) are Bp-isomorphic, if and only if both <p and <p~l are structure 
preserving. 
Note tha t two atlases, A and H, on a set, S are equivalent if and only if the lo.p.o. 
sets (5 , A) and (5 , H) are sp-isomorphic, since A and B are equivalent if and only if 
the identity map is both structure preserving from (5,^4) to (5 , B) and from (5 , B) 
to (5 , A). 
We conclude this section with two examples. 
E x a m p l e 3 .2 . Let C denote the unit circle in the complex plane with counter-
clockwise orientation and let A denote the standard atlas on C. Let B be the atlas 
on C consisting of the union of the collection of all proper open arcs of C with the 
collection of disjoint unions of proper open arcs of C. Then (5 , ^1) is Bp-isomorphic to 
(5 , B) since the union of disjoint proper open arcs of C is contained in some proper 
open arc of C. 
E x a m p l e 3 .3 . Suppose R is the set of real numbers and S = R \ (0, 1). Let ^ 
denote the usual ordering on S and define < by a < b if and only if (i) a = 6 or (ii) 
a < b ^ 0 or (iii) 1 ^ a < b or (iv) 6 ^ 0 and a ^ 1. Let A and B be the s tandard 
atlases on (5 , ^ ) and (5 , :<), respectively. Then (5 , ^ ) and (5, <), respectively. Then 
(5 , ^ ) and (5 , -<) are not sp-isomorphic since S is an element of A and 0 ^ 5 1 but 
there is no string in B from 0 to 1. 
4. LOCALLY PARTIALLY O R D E R E D GR OUPS 
The concepts of locally partially ordered sets and structure preserving maps are 
now used to define locally partially ordered groups. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 1 . Suppose that G is a group and that A is an atlas on the set 
G. Then (G,A) is a locally partially ordered group, or. lo.p.o. group, if and only if 
(G}A) satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) the product mapping (x,y) —• yx from G x G to G is continuous in TA] 
(ii) the inverse mapping x —• x~l from G to G is structure reversing; 
(iii) left and right translations are structure preserving. 
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E x a m p l e 4 . 1 . If G is any p.o. group and B is the trivial atlas, i.e. B = {(G, ^ ) } , 
then (G, B) is a lo.p.o. group. 
E x a m p l e 4 .2 . Suppose that G is an O-group and that A is the s tandard atlas 
on the totally ordered set G. Then (G,A) is a lo.p.o. group. 
E x a m p l e 4 .3 . Suppose that G is a cyclically ordered group and that A is the 
s tandard atlas on the cyclically ordered set G. Then (G, A) is a lo.p.o. group. 
E x a m p l e 4 .4 . Suppose that for each A in A, (G\,A\) is a lo.p.o. group. Let 
G = l\ G\ and let A = n A\ with ^ c defined for C = f ] CA in A by (aA) ^ c 
A6A A€A A€A 
(b\) if and only if a\ <\ b\ (where < A denotes the partial order on C\) for all A in 
A. Then (G,v4) is a lo.p.o. group. 
Given a lo.p.o. group (G, A) and a chart C in A, we would like to know that G - 1 
is also in A and, that a ^ c b if and only if 6 _ 1 ^ c - 1 a _ 1 - Theorem 4.1 establishes 
tha t inverses of charts may be included in an atlas. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 1 . Suppose that ( G , A ) is a lo.p.o. group. For each C G A, define 
a partial order on C~l by a ^ c - 1 b if and only if b~l ^ c a""1- Let B = AU 
{ ( C ~ \ ^ c - 0 \ C e A}. Then B is an atlas on G, B Eq A and (G, B) is a lo.p.o. 
group. 
P r o o f . B is an atlas on the set G since A is an atlas on the set G and the 
mapping x —• x~l is structure reversing. Clearly, TA = FB- To show H Eq A, it 
suffices to show that if D is in B \A then D is compatible with A. \i x ~ D € B\A, 
then D = G _ 1 for some C in A and, since the inverse map is structure reversing, 
there exists E in A such that x G E and F_1 C G. Since D is open in TA, there 
exist F in A such that x £ F 0 D. Now, x G F O F so there is a chart, G, in A 
such tha t x G G C E H F and ^ c = ^E |G- But then <D = < D | G since a < c 0 
implies a < # 6 which implies 6 _ 1 < c a~l and this implies a <o b. Thus, condition 
(i) is satisfied. Condition (ii) follows directly from the fact that the inverse map is 
s tructure reversing. 
Finally, we must show that (G, B) is a lo.p.o. group. Since A C B and A Eq B, 
the mapping (x,y) —• xy is continuous in TB- The mapping x —* x~l is structure 
reversing and the mappings x —> xg and x —* gx are structure preserving since if 
D G B then either D or D " 1 is in A and ( G , A ) is a lo.p.o. group. 
Henceforth we will assume that the atlas of a lo.p.o. group contains the inverse 
of each of its charts. The fact that for a lo.p.o. group, translations are structure 
preserving yields their following theorem. • 
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T h e o r e m 4 . 2 . Suppose that (G,A) is a lo.p.o. group and that (N,g) G A x G. 
Define a partial order, <^Ng on Ng by n\g ^Ng n2g if and only ifn\ ^N n2. Similarly 
define <^gN on gN. Let B = {(Ng,^Ng) \(N,g) eA x G} U {(gN, <^gN) | (N,g) e 
A x G}. Then (G, B) is a lo.p.o. group and B Eq A. 
Note that if NA and B are defined by NA = {C G A \ e G G } , and B = 
{(Ng, W I (N,g) e NA x G} U (gN, <^gN) \ (N,g) e NA x G then B = A. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 .2 . Suppose that (G,A) is a lo.p.o. group. Then NA = {C e A \ 
e e C} will be called the family of nuclei of (G, A) and each member of N^ will be 
called a nucleus. 
The following theorem provides necessary and sufficient conditions for a collection 
of subsets of a group G, each of which contains the identity, e, of G, to be a family 
of nuclei for some atlas A on G for which (G, A) is a lo.p.o. group. For a similar 
result which is fundamental to the theory of topological groups the reader is referred 
to Husain [Hu] and Cohn [C]. 
T h e o r e m 4 .3 . Suppose that (G, A) is a lo.p.o. group and that NA is the family 
of nuclei of(G,A). Then NA satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) B, D e NA implies that there exists C in NA such that the restrictions of <^B 
and <C/j) agree on C; 
(ii) C e NA implies C~
l G NA and c\ <Jc
 ci if and only if'c~l ^ c - 1 c\1 '> 
(iii) C e NA implies there exists B in NA such that BB~
l C C and <CJ# = the 
restriction of <Jc to B; 
(iv) C e NA and g G G imply that there exists B G NA such that gBg~
l C C and 
b\ <CB 62 iffgblg~
1 <CC ghg~
l; 
(v) x e C e NA implies that there exists B, D G NA such that Bx C C, xD C C; 
b\ ^B &2 iffb\x <^c b2x; and d\ <̂ /j> d2 iff xd\ <Jc xd2. 
Conversely, if G is a group and N is a non-empty collection of partially ordered 
subsets of G, each of which contains the identity, e, and if N satisfies conditions (i) 
through (v) above, then B = {(xNy, ^xNy) \ x,y G G and N G N} is an atlas on G 
and (G, B) is a lo.p.o. group. 
P r o o f . It is clear that for a lo.p.o. group, (G,A), NA satisfies conditions (i) 
through (v) of the theorem. For the converse, note that since N is non-empty, B 
convers G. The fact that for N and M in N and x, y, z, and w in G the charts xNy 
and zMw are compatible follows from conditions (i), (iv) and (v). 
Continuity of the product mapping, condition (i) of the definition of structure 
reversing for the inverse mapping, and condition (i) of the definition of structure 
preserving for left and right translations follow from conditions (ii) through (v). To 
complete the proof that the inverse mapping is structure reversing, observe that if 
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# ^9Nh H, then the string {(y'
1, h~lN~lg~l), (x~l, h~lN~lg~1)} from y~l to x~l 
is of the required type . Similarly, to complete the proof that translations are structure 
preserving, note that if x <ZNw V, then the strings {(xg, zNwg),(yg, zNwg)} and 
{(gx,gzNw),(gy,gzNw)} are of the required type . • 
We close this section with an example of a lo.p.o. group and a family of nuclei for 
tha t group. 
E x a m p l e 4 . 5 . Let C be the unit circle in the complex plane together with the 
cyclical order induced by counterclockwise orientation . Denote by d(a,b) the mini-
m u m arc length between the points a and b on C\ denote by ra the counterclockwise 
rotation satisfying d(x,xra) = a for all x in C (a a real number, 0 < a ^ ^ ) ; and 
denote by x' the point of xrx^. Let G be the group of all permutations of C which 
preserve the cyclical order . For each x in C and for each positive real number e, let 
B(x,e) = {y e C \ d(x,y) < e} and let N£ = {g e G \ Vx,xg e B(x,e)}. Partially 
order N£ by / <£ g if for all x e C and for all w e C with w (£ B(x,e), (iv, xf, xg). 
Then, if we choose / and g in an N£ with e small enough that B(x, 2e) and B(x', 2e) 
do not intersect, say e -= 77-, the collection {N£ | 0 < £ * < - r
1 - ; } i s a family of nuclei for 
an atlas A on G, (G, A) is a lo.p.o. group and each chart of A is a lattice . 
5. O N R I E G E R ' S T H E O R E M 
In this final section, we characterize ordered groups and cyclically ordered groups 
as lo.p.o. groups and restate Rieger's theorem in terms of lo.p.o. groups. 
In section 2, necessary and sufficient conditions for a lo.p.o. set to be equivalent to 
an ordered set with standard atlas, or to a cyclically ordered set with s tandard atlas, 
were given. In the following two theorem, these results are extended to ordered and 
cyclically ordered groups. 
T h e o r e m 5 .1 . Suppose that G is an o-group and that A is the standard atlas on 
G. Then (G, A) is a lo.p.o. group and satisfies conditions (i) through (v) of Theorem 
2.5. Conversely, if(G,A) is a lo.p.o. group that satisfies conditions (i) through (v) 
of Theorem 2.5, then there is a unique total order ^ on G such that (G, ^ ) is an 
o-group whose standard atlas is equivalent to A. 
P r o o f . It suffices to show that for a lo.p.o. group satisfying conditions (i) 
through (v) of Theorem 2.5, the total order ^ defined in the proof of Theorem 2.5 is 
compatible with the group operations. Suppose that a < b and g G G. Then there is 
a string from a to b, say {(a : , Ci)}i_l such that a; < t a,+i for 1 ^ 1' <J n — 1. Now, 
since x —> xg is structure preserving, for each i between 1 and n—\, there is a string 
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from aig to ai+\g. The union of these strings forms a string from ag to bg and so 
ag < bg. Similarly bg < ag. 
A similar argument verifies the following theorem. • 
T h e o r e m 5.2. Suppose that G is a cyclically ordered group and that A is the 
standard atlas on G. Then (G, A) is a lo.p.o. group and satisfies conditions (i) 
through (v) of Theorem 2.6. Conversely, if (G,A) is a lo.p.o. group that satisfies 
conditions (i) through (v) of Theorem 2.6, then there is a unique cyclical order 
( , , ) on G such that (G( , , ) ) is a cyclically ordered group whose standard atlas 
is equivalent to A. 
Theorem 5.3 is a restatement of Rieger's theorem in terms of lo.p.o. groups. We 
use the term "o-group conditions" to refer to the five conditions of Theorem 2.5 
while the term "cyclically ordered group conditions" refers to the five conditions of 
Theorem 2.6. 
T h e o r e m 5 .3 . (Rieger). Suppose that (G,A) is a lo.p.o. group which satisfies 
the o-group conditions and there is an element z in the center ofG such that for each 
g G G, g G zTlzn+l for some integer n. Let ir: G —> g/(z) be the natural mapping and 
let B = {(Dir, ^Dn) \ D G A, D C e^z0, and d\ir <jr>7r d27r if and only if d\ G eJ2}-
Let C = {hEg \ E G B,g,h G G/(z); and he\g < he^g if and only if e\ <E ^2}. 
Then C is an atlas on G/(z), and (G/(z) ,C) is a lo.p.o. group which satisfies the 
cyclically ordered group conditions. 
Conversely, if(G,A) is a lo.p.o. group that satisfies the cyclically ordered group 
conditions, then there is a lo.p.o. group (K, B) such that (K, B) satisfies the o-group 
conditions, K contains an element z in its center such that K = Uznzn+l and if C 
is the atlas on K/(z) derived above, then (K/(z) , C) Eq (G, A). 
Before proving a partial generalization of Rieger's theorem for lo.p.o. groups we 
extend the definition of a covering map to lo.p.o. sets. 
D e f i n i t i o n 5 .1 . If (S,A) and (It, B) are lo.p.o. sets, a mapping (p: S —» R will 
be called a lo.p.o. set epimorphism, or lopo-epimorphism, if whenever s, t G S\ s<p, 
tp> G D G B\ and stp <p t<p, there exist c, d G S such that cp = s(p, d(p = t(p, and 
there is a string {(c l5 d)}
n
=\ from c<p to d(p such that Cup C D for 1 <C i ^ n. 
D e f i n i t i o n 5 .2 . If (S, A) and (R, B) are lo.p.o. sets then a lopo-epimorphism p: 
S —* R will be called a covering map if for each s G S there exists C G A and D G B 
such that s G G, C<p C D and <p\c '• C —• D is one and order preserving. 
Our last theorem is a partial generalization of Rieger's theorem. By a topological 
group, we mean a group G with a topology on G (not necessarily Hausdorff) such 
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tha t the map (x,y) —* xy~l from G x G into G is continuous. We prove that if G 
is a topological p.o. group and N a discrete normal supgroup, then G / N is a lo.p.o. 
group. 
T h e o r e m 5.4. Suppose that G is a topological group and a p.o. group, N is 
normal in G, n: G —• G / N denotes the natural map and G has an open subset M 
such thate E M , M = M"1, andNOM = {e}. Then N = { ( C T T . ^ C * ) I e G C C M; 
C is open; and ci7T ^CTT C27T if and only if c\, c2 £ C and c\ ^ c2} is a family 
of nuclei for an atlas A on G/N, and (G/N , A) is a lo.p.o. group. Furthermore, 
B = { (# iM# 2 , ^ ) | <7i, </2 G G} is an a£/as on G and 7r is a covering m a p from (G, B) 
to (G/N, A). 
P r o o f . We first show that N satisfies the axioms for a family of nuclei of a 
lo.p.o. group, i.e. N satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.3. For axiom (i), suppose 
tha t CTT, DW G N. Then e G C n D, C C\ D C M, and C D D is open. Since TT is 
one to one on M, (C H L>)7T = CTT n Dn and ^C7r|(CnD)7r = ^D7r|(CnL>)-r. Thus, 
( C n D)7T G N and axiom (i) is satisfied. To see that the inverse of a chart in N is in 
N, we note that (i) C7T G N implies C C M and thus C~l C M; (ii) e G C implies 
e G C~l; (iii) C is open implies C " 1 is open; and (iv) the orders of C7T and C_ 17r 
agree with those of C and C~l. 
For axiom (iii), observe that C7T G N implies there exist open sets E, F containing 
e with EF C C so if H = KnF-1 then H?r G N. For axiom (iv), note that CTT G N 
and g7r G G / N imply that there exists an open set D in G such that e € D C g~lCg 
so if H = L> n M, then 17 7r G N. Finally, if c G C and C7T G N, then, since 
(x, y) —• z y - 1 is continuous, there exists an open set D containing e with cD C C; 
(CD)TT -= cnD-ir C C7r; and ^r^-r agrees with with ^c*--
We have shown that N is a family of nuclei for a lo.p.o. group. The proof that B is 
an atlas on G is routine. It remains to be seen that 7T is a covering map. So suppose 
tha t C7T <CTT d7r for some CV in N. Then C7r = co7r and J7T = dQ-~ for some Co, Jo 
in C with Co < Jo in G, and since this property is preserved by translation, 7T is a 
lopo-epimorphism. Finally, if g G G, then g G Mg G B, and (Mg)n = M-gir G A so 
7r|M<7 is order preserving. Since 7r|M is one to one, 7r|M<7 is one to one and 7r is, in 
fact, a covering map . D 
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